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THE ELEPHANT
IN THE ROOM
I had an amazing realization a few
weeks ago, one of those “aha” moments
that I’ll never forget.

By Geoffrey Hoppe

Linda and I were in Sedona for a series
of events, including a channel at the
Grand Canyon with Lee Carroll (worldclass channeler for Kryon), the Kryon
Master’s Channeling Summit, and our
own Light Integration workshop with Jim
Self. We had just gotten back from three
weeks in Greece and Italy in May, and
immediately got back on an airplane for
our adventures in Sedona, Arizona.

If you’ve never been to Sedona, it’s worth a trip. It’s an oasis in the vast
Arizona desert, nestled on the edge of the Hopi and Navajo Indian reservations, and known for its stunning red sandstone formations. According to
Wikipedia, “The formations appear to glow in brilliant orange and red when
illuminated by the rising or setting sun. The red rocks form a popular backdrop for many activities, ranging from spiritual pursuits to hundreds of hiking
and mountain biking trails.” It’s been the location for numerous Hollywood
movies, and is a magnet for portal hunters and UFO enthusiasts. Sedona is
known as North America’s New Age mecca, so you can hardly drive a block
without seeing a crystal shop, energy therapy store, healing clinic or yoga
studio. There’s a lot of interesting things to see and do, and enough makyo
to bring a smile to any Shaumbra’s face.
I like Sedona. But several years ago, while being filmed for a documentary,
the producer asked Adamus what he thought of it. He was very clear: He
said the portal energies moved away decades ago, and that it should now
be called Makyoville. No matter, it’s still an incredibly beautiful area so I like
going there. But I’m always a little concerned with Adamus in tow, not sure
what he’s going to say.
At the Grand Canyon event, Adamus gave an inspiring summary of the
Shaumbra journey over the past six years. There were 150 people in the audience, with only a few Shaumbra faces in the crowd. I breathed a sigh of relief that
Adamus was polite, not like he gets sometimes at the monthly Shouds. He only
said one bad word… I think it was to get a “PG” rating. Lee did a short Kryon
channel, and Peggy Dubro gave a short message from the Divine Feminine.
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A few days later, the Master’s Channeling Summit
began. Lee invited 11 well-known channelers to take to
the stage for one of the largest channeling events in history. The event was held at the Sedona Performing Arts
Center, a state-of-the-art auditorium that holds over 800
people. For Linda and I, it was like a reunion with many
friends and peers we’ve known for years, but hadn’t seen
in a long time. We had time for dinner and conversation
with Steve and Barbara Rother (Lightworker.com), and
Jonette Crowley (channeler for Mark), and time to visit
with folks like Robert Coxon, Anders Holte and Jan Tober
among many others.
I sat in on many of the presentations and channels during the three-day summit, and it was fascinating to watch
the other channelers on stage. I don�������������������
’������������������
t read other channeled material because I don’t want it to influence my
work with Adamus, but I found this to be an interesting
break. I observed how they go into channel, how they
connect with and translate their entities, and what messages were coming in from the other realms.
Each of us had one hour to talk about our work and
do a channel. Linda and I opted to say little about the

Crimson Circle, instead inviting the audience to go to
our website. When it was time for Adamus, Linda guided
a few minutes of breathing, our theme song played
(This Majestic Land by Michael Hoppe) and pretty soon
Adamus was standing in front of the large audience.
His channel was, well, not so Sedona-appropriate. He
declared that the New Age was ending, specifically on
June 6, 2015 (6-6-6). He said many people would hang
on to the New Age for the next 15 years or so because
they are invested in it (financially and emotionally), but
that as spiritual beings we should realize that we are now
4
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entering into the Age of Consciousness. He gave a good
historic explanation of the New Age, and a good reason
for why it’s time to move on. Adamus also talked about
the importance of consciousness in both science and
spirituality in the years ahead, and how consciousness is
the single most important factor in both endeavors.
Then he made another Sedona-inappropriate remark
when he explained why he isn’t so fond of aliens. He
made it very clear that “there is no being grander than a
human being.” To my surprise this received a resounding
applause, but he sealed his fate about ever thinking the
Sedona Journal of Emergence magazine will publish his
channels. They like aliens. Lots and lots of aliens.
That brings me to my point. By the end of the second
day of the Channeling Summit, I was feeling irritable,
uncomfortable, cranky and frustrated. But I didn’t know
why. Here I was, with friends and peers and an auditorium
full of people that actually like channelers. Why was I feeling so out of sorts? I could feel Adamus chuckling in the
background and that made me even more irritable. What
was wrong with me?
Driving back to the hotel that night, Linda and I were
talking about the day’s events
and the various channeled messages. Damn! Suddenly I got it,
my amazing realization. I handsmacked my forehead a few
times, and let out a few “sonof-a-guns” before I explained
my revelation – and the reason
for my angst – to Linda:
Of all twelve channeled entities on stage, offering their
insights and advice and guidance for humanity, Adamus was
the ONLY being who had been
in human form and become
an Ascended Master! The other eleven cosmic galactic
entities, as grand as they might be, have not been in
human form, and did not realize their enlightenment in
the physical body. Damn! That’s what was bothering me.
I had been listening to channeled messages for several
days – some were very humorous, some were very meditative, some did activations. But none, other than dear,
dear Adamus, had ever actually done it: Enlightenment,
while in the human condition. I nearly broke into tears,
but feared that if I did everyone in Sedona would want to
do a Reiki healing on me.

My man… OUR man! Adamus Saint-Germain. No
wonder I resonate with his messages. He’s been here,
done it. He’s not relaying messages from another
dimension; he’s with us in this dimension, every step
of the way. And he’s here as our companion in our own
realization of enlightenment. He’s not telling us how to
do it; he’s just telling us we can do it.

channelers, channeling disincarnate entities. He said he
would not return to a gathering like this until the chairs
were filled with humans… humans who had realized their
mastery and enlightenment. He let it be known that the
very best example, or what he calls a Standard, is a walking, talking and breathing enlightened human. Not a
bunch of entities.

The Channeling Summit finale was with all twelve channelers on stage at the same time. Each entity had eight
minutes for their message. I begged Adamus to point out
his unique position of being the only one to have walked
in human shoes and come to his own enlightenment. I
wanted everyone to realize what I had realized. He kept
his talk to less than 6 minutes. He opened by saying there
was a big purple elephant in the room but nobody had
addressed it. He noted that the chairs were filled with

He acknowledged the service of the other entities on
stage (and for me, politely slipped in the part about having been in human form), and closed by saying, “That’s the
elephant in the room. That’s what each and every one of
these beautiful entities desires and hopes for. That is my
dream, as well. With that, dear friends, now comes your
time. When we gather again like this, it’ll be you up here
sharing your love, your stories and your enlightenment.”

» INDEX
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End of the New Age – Adamus in Sedona, Arizona
In this series of five special channels, recorded in June 2015, Adamus talks about what’s happening
with consciousness on earth and the amazing changes currently taking place.

1 – Embodied Enlightenment (49:56)
Grand Canyon, Arizona –June 2, 2015
Speaking at the Grand Canyon Tour event,
Adamus gives a beautiful summary of our consciousness work over the last several years. He
talks about embodied enlightenment and who
is responsible for it, as well as mastery, consciousness, energy, allowing and more.

2 – The Age of Consciousness (42:28)

4 – The Purple Elephant (4:50)
Kryon Master’s Channeling Summit, Sedona,
Arizona – June 7, 2015
Talking about “the big purple elephant” in
the room, Adamus acknowledges the other
entities but says he will not participate in such
an event again until embodied human masters
are on stage, rather than disincarnate cosmic
beings. He also makes a very interesting point
about their perspectives.
(This channel is also available free of charge
at Kryon.com.)

Kryon Master’s Channeling Summit, Sedona,
Arizona – June 5, 2015
Adamus gives a beautiful acknowledgment of
the joys and challenges we have faced on this
journey towards realization. Then he makes the
stunning announcement that we have reached
the end of the New Age, and are now entering
into the Age of Consciousness, which he also
calls the Age of Self.

3 – Relax Into Your Enlightenment (7:29)
Kryon Master’s Channeling Summit, Sedona,
Arizona – June 5, 2015
In this short and beautiful message, Adamus
invites the listeners to let go of makyo,
doubt and questions, and simply relax into
their enlightenment.
(This channel is also available free of charge
at Kryon.com.)

5 – The Age of Self (57:04)
Golden, Colorado – June 25, 2015
Beloved St. Germain gives a history of the
current age, explaining what was really happening with humanity during the Dark Ages,
why the Renaissance came about, and how
religion is actually an art form. He declares
that we are now entering into the long-awaited Age of Consciousness, which is really the
Age of Self.
“It’s the Age of Realization of all this work
you’ve done over your lifetimes to bring in
that Christ seed energy, to bring in new levels
of consciousness, to bring awareness. It’s time
now to enter that age, to realize your efforts,
your work.” ~ Beloved St. Germain

Product Info
Format – MP3 and PDF format
Special Price – $33

MORE INFO

» INDEX
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FEATURED EVENTS
PROGNOST 2015 UPDATE
Louisville, CO, U SA • July 18 , 2 0 1 5
Attend in person o r o n l i n e
What’s ahead for the rest of the year and into early 2016? In this
ProGnost 2015 Update, Adamus will discuss the consciousness
shifts and energy trends that will affect global news and individual
wellbeing for the months to come.
MORE INFO

ASPECTOLOGY UD AT E
Louisville, C O, U SA • August 07–09 , 20 1 5
Attend in person o r o n l i n e
Tobias’ Aspectology School provides some of the most fundamental material offered by the Crimson Circle. It is now being updated
in the New Energy to include additional information from Geoff,
Linda and Adamus.
MORE INFO

ADDICTION UNPLUGGED
Louisville, CO , USA • August 15–1 6 , 2 0 1 5
Attend in person o r o n l i n e
Discover how to anything that’s no longer appropriate in your life. Learn
practical ways to move beyond addictive behaviors, out of victim mentality
and into a liberated and empowered way of living and an entirely different experience of yourself. (Con traducción española.)
MORE INFO
Featuring John Flaherty and Adamus Saint-Germain.

THE THRESHOLD
Ver non, BC, Canada • October 09–1 4, 20 1 5
A premium Crimson Circle event based on the “Threshold of Enlightenment,”
where so many are hesitating. Adamus personally interacts with every attendee,
posing the difficult questions and pushing the sensitive buttons. Without processing or counseling, he addresses the issue of embodied
MORE INFO
enlightenment and what’s keeping you from realizing it.

8
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EVENTS CALENDAR
PLEASE VISIT CRIMSON CIRCLE STORE FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THESE EVENTS.
N OT E :

N ot a ll e vents a re yet o pen for registration;
C C A ngels receive advance notice

JULY

OCTOBER

01

Keahak V – Orientation

Online

01

01

Abundance Clinic

Reg. closes

09   14 The Threshold

01
02
04
04
11
18
24
25
30

DreamWalk to the Crystal Caves
Teacher Council Meeting

Reg. closes
Online

Monthly Webcast & Shoud

Louisville & Online

Keahak V – Opening

Online

Crimson Circle Angels Webcast

Louisville & Online

Teacher Council Meeting

Online

Crimson Circle Summer BBQ & Party Louisville
ProGnost 2015 Update
Keahak V

Monthly Webcast & Shoud

07   09 Full Update: Aspectology School
15   16 Addiction Unplugged
15
29

Keahak V
Keahak V

Monthly Webcast & Shoud

Louisville & Online

10

Keahak™ V

Online

31

Keahak™ V

Online

24

Teacher Council Meeting

12

Keahak V

Canada

Art of Mastery with Robert Theiss Online

Online

Louisville & Online
Louisville & Online
Louisville & Online

NOVEMBER
05

Teacher Council Meeting

14

Keahak™ V

07
28

Monthly Webcast & Shoud
Keahak™ V

Online

Louisville & Online

Online
Online

Online
Online

SEPTEMBER
03

Online

Louisville & Online

AUGUST
01

03

Teacher Council Meeting

Online

DECEMBER

Louisville & Online

05

Interview with Rob Gauthier

Online

13   18 The Threshold

SOLD OUT

12

Monthly Webcast & Shoud

Louisville & Online

26

Online

05

Monthly Webcast & Shoud

25   26 The Magic of Merlin
Keahak V
™

Online

SOLD OUT

10
12
26

Teacher Council Meeting
Keahak V
Keahak V
» INDEX
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Online
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I was scared of the concept of Freedom. I thought it was something that
crazy people did, something that would cause me to crawl out of my skin,
grab life and everything else by the balls with my nails uncut and shake hard
without care for boundaries or morality. It woke up my fear of that rebel
inside that says: Fuck. it. all. I’m going to do what I want. Everyone has it to
some extent. Nobody talks about it. Because, to let it out, would very possibly mean the end of everything that holds our generally polite and civilized
society in place, much like a lace doily; seemingly harmless but laden with
the terrifying ability to control the tone of an entire lifetime. The question
I asked was, Which is more dangerous: The rebel or the doily? The answer
might surprise you. The potential for a life lived in true freedom is nothing
less than breathtaking.

IMAGINE

FREEDOM
As I felt beyond my fear that I might walk out of my apartment naked with
nothing but my sunglasses and a cigarette at any given moment, I realized
freedom was actually something quite different from what I had first thought.
It wasn’t so much the desire to live out every single thought or impulse I
ever had, although it could be. It was the yearning to know with 100% clarity, exactly who I really am and to make choices exclusively from that place
despite anything or anyone around me.

By Liberté Grace

And then my heart lit up because I realized that, in the attitude of being
truly free, one already has it all and thus I wouldn’t necessarily need to make
a scene about it. Mind you, I could if I wanted to, but it wouldn’t be a need
because in freedom there is complete self-acceptance and wholeness. I was
comforted by the realization that my natural impulses from a place of genuine
self-security would be unlikely to include any desire to hurt anyone or deliberately draw unwanted attention to myself. In freedom, I would exist outside
the illusion that I required anything or anyone else to fulfill me.
When I was younger I was the most natural. There are home videos of me
dancing with invisible energies only I could see; I joyfully made copious one
line drawings on a daily basis; I ran my own plastic supermarket by listening to
‘Electric Blue’ by Icehouse, which would send me into a day-dream of colors
and light, reminding me to love myself; I stood out smiling bigger than any of
the other kids in group school photos; I hardly ever looked in the mirror other
than to brush my teeth if I bothered to remember; and I wouldn’t do small
talk as I got older because it bored me, so I would just sit in awkward silence

10
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with most people or let them talk about themselves so I wouldn’t have to
speak about random crap just to fill the silence. In high school, my nickname
was ‘mirror’ partially because people would have to see
themselves in my presence and only the brave were ok
with that. Not many were.

IN FREEDOM, I WOULD EXIST
OUTSIDE THE ILLUSION THAT
I REQUIRED ANYTHING OR
ANYONE ELSE TO FULFILL ME.

As I grew older, I allowed the matrix to suck me in
and began to learn how to make polite conversation,
how to write the ‘correct’ email, wear the right clothes
and basically how to please people. I mastered the art
of conformity – what to say and what not to say to be
accepted – so as to limit the possibility of people calling me crazy behind my back for not operating in the
superficial ways they and the rest of society do. I knew
the games they were playing with me and I knew how to pretend I didn’t
know to help them feel safe and avoid ‘that’ awkward moment.

But then, in the last couple of years, I suddenly saw through the finely
knit game that we all play
together of being ‘nice’
and the complacency trap
of slipping into the role
of an ‘acceptable person,’
without realizing that one’s
entire natural essence has
slowly been both masked
and completely compromised by external value
systems and the desire to
be accepted.
The interesting part
of it is that society then
reinforces that conformity matrix by judging
and putting down anyone who expresses in
any way something that
deviates outside of the
‘system.’ I realized, ‘Fuck,
I’ve become a robot.’ and
yes I was disgusted by
the sad fact I had submitted myself to being a
cliché. I realized I had achieved success with becoming more ‘acceptable’
to others but that brilliant fire, that radical nature inside of me that built
universes out of nothing and danced through life free and connected to
my heart had reduced to a dull roar. I was somewhat horrified but also
excited because I had gone so far backwards, like an arrow pulled back

» INDEX
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in a bow, that anything was now possible if I dared to
choose to discover my free self.
You see, the matrix is so seductive. It promises safety
in numbers, job titles, success, power, sex, even relationships, but to give in to it you must give your soul
and your freedom away. You must release any desire to
know who you are outside of the programs and structures you were brought up with, because what holds
the matrix together is everyone agreeing to operate
on the same rules and assumptions to manufacture the
illusion of a consistent reality.
Even in celebrity culture, the
matrix has fostered a highly
distorted concept of freedom. It’s created
people
like Lady Gaga
and Miley Cyrus,
who are labeled
as ‘rebellious’
and
expressions of ‘female
empowerment
and freedom.’
But I look at
their art and ask
myself: Where’s
the freedom in
wanting fame and doing almost anything to have it?
Where’s the freedom in the need to make a huge scene,
with lots of cheap tricks to attract attention to your
work? Where’s the freedom in pining after guys in your
music if you are truly in love with yourself and independent? To me, that’s not freedom. It’s a glossy poster
without the integrity. Freedom for me is not needing
any of it and making conscious rather than unconscious
choices from my heart and soul.
We created whatever matrix we are in to help us feel
a false sense of safety and control, but that creation is
the very prison that stifles our true self-expression. I will
even go as far as saying that’s why high school shootings
and youth suicides are on the rise. There is a deep self-

12
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abuse that happens when we are expected to conform
in order to be accepted, rather than being accepted for
whatever comes from our very own core. This type of
mass repression creates a distortion of abusive energies,
which eventually snaps back at us like a rubber band
with dramatic consequences. Why? Because conformity
is not natural and we are. If we lived in a free society,
there would be no such thing as abuse because everyone would love themselves and have no need to take
anything from anyone else.
I asked the question of myself, ‘Well, is this lifetime
about mastering the matrix or is it about being myself?’
It’s a simple question really, but one that not many have
dared to ask themselves because there’s too much at
stake. There are too many relationships created in politeness – which may be broken – and job titles and false
respect – which may be lost – to even go there. And
you know, that’s kind of sad. Because at the heart of that
choice to conform is the willingness to be numb and
deny your truth; to live out your life in secret shame about
yourself for the veneer of outside success; to never allow
yourself to truly discover who you really are for no other
reason than it’s your goddamn basic human right.
For myself, I’ve decided I cannot do this. I will not do
this. There is such a place in my heart, such a yearning
for true freedom – to unapologetically feel and live as
all of who I really am; to feel what it’s like to truly live
within my own skin without fear of anything; to recognize
and act uncompromisingly from my completeness. That
is enlightenment to me. That is true freedom and the
choice a master makes.

This article was reprinted by permission. To read
more wisdom from Liberté Grace, check out her blog at
LifeandLiberte.com
Liberté Grace is a multiple award-winning artist, writer
and filmmaker who founded Joyvolution Films dedicated
to the creation of new consciousness cinema and is the
author of upcoming book; ‘IMAGINE ANTARCTICA: A
conversation with the end of the world.’

UPCOMING CLOUD CLASSES

When you subscribe to any current Cloud Class you have full access to the streaming files for 90 days starting from the day you register.

PROGNOST™ 2015 – UPDATE

UPDATE

What’s ahead for the rest of the year and into
early 2016? In this ProGnost 2015 Update,
Adamus will discuss the consciousness shifts
and energy trends that will affect global news
and individual wellbeing for the months to
come.
ProGnost 2015 Update is an in-person and
online venue for taking a look into the energy dynamics of 2015 and beyond in order
to understand the appropriateness of the
changes that will be affecting the planet. It
will also give you tools to help maintain an
abundant balance in your life, facilitate your
embodied enlightenment, and have the discernment to know the difference between
distractions and opportunities.

Live Broadcast: July 18, 2015
Cost: $75
Registration closes:
October 17, 2015 – Stream for 90
days after you register.
MORE INFO – ENGLISH
MÁS INFO – ESPAÑOL

The ProGnost 2015 Update is open to everyone, even if you didn’t attend or view the
original ProGnost 2015 event.

ADDICTION UNPLUGGED
Life can be addictive… Not just drugs, alcohol
and tobacco, but also emotions, drama, relationships, low self-worth, lack of abundance
and health issues. We get stuck in patterns
and then forget why the pattern was originally created. Then, the behavior becomes
addictive because it’s familiar, comfortable
and sometimes deeply ingrained. For far too
long, we have all been convincing ourselves
that dependency and powerlessness are fundamental to the human condition, particularly
in the world of addiction and the traditional
treatment and recovery programs.
A radical departure from the traditional ways
of treating addictions, Addiction Unplugged
offers a New Energy approach to releasing anything that is no longer appropriate
in your life. Learn practical ways to move
beyond addictive behaviors, out of victim
mentality and into a liberated and empowered way of living and an entirely different
experience of yourself.

» INDEX

Live Broadcast: August 15-16, 2015
Cost: $250 USD
Registration closes:
November 16, 2015 – Stream for
90 days after you register.
MORE INFO – ENGLISH
MÁS INFO – ESPAÑOL

Featuring John Flaherty and
Adamus Saint-Germain
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After living in the tropics for many years, I understand that it is a unique
experience in that it assists in helping one open to sensuality. This happens
through the heat, the humidity, the exuberant vegetation, the fragrances of
nature, the ocean breeze and tropical storms, and the light, fresh and wide
clothing that allows the body freedom of movement. Yes, the tropics have
taught me to undress. When I first got here with all my ancient European culture, I felt bound in a tight corset and loaded down with so much baggage.

But over time I gradually began to get rid of superfluous garments – overcoat,
scarf, gloves, shoes, slacks, blouse, stockings, even underwear – figuratively
speaking. It is unnecessary here. In all senses, living in the tropics has been
the great teacher of stripping down to nothing but my soul. Here everything
is intense and amplified, superlative and authentic.
I’d like to describe an experience I had after a recent Keahak Life session
with St. Germain. It was early morning, and while still in bed I had a wonderful
experience of sensual awareness, the sensual feeling or the life of the senses.

By Cristina Fábregas

I began to breathe deeply and slowly, my body became very relaxed, which
was easy since I had just woken up. I felt my body begin to disappear, as if
melding with my bed, even though my consciousness was very much awake.
“I Exist,” I breathed. I felt the full consciousness of my existence, the vibrant
energy enveloping all of my self. Sounds attracted my attention as my sense
of hearing amplified. The sound of the sea a few meters away; my breath
connecting to the gentle cadence of the waves breaking on the beach; the
sound of rain falling from a passing cloud. My skin felt the freshness drifting
in through the open window. The scent of the flowers in my garden invaded
me; every breath was a fragrance. Then, my appetite awakened and with it,
the pleasure of coffee, orange juice, fruit. I relished an entire breakfast even as
my body was still relaxed and comfortable, lying in the fresh and smooth cotton sheets. I rested and allowed the life of my senses to expand and manifest
by itself; no mind, only the consciousness of existing, of the I Am. I felt pure
pleasure, joy and passion for life. It was the distillation of my Essence into this
conscious and sensual experience of my own senses.
And then suddenly, through my Divine Intelligence, I understood an
ancient story that has intrigued and fascinated me for many years. It’s the
story of the “Lady and the Unicorn.” It is a legend for some, but for me it
is absolutely true.

14
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In the Cluny Museum in Paris, there are six marvelous tapestries by an
unknown artist that represent the Lady and the Unicorn. They are titled after
the five human senses – Sight, Hearing, Taste, Smell, Touch – and the last one
is called “A Mon Seul Desir, My Only Desire.” I have wondered why the author
depicted the five physical senses and the last one, Mon Seul Desir, that many
have considered a sexual sense.
Yes, it might be, but it goes way
beyond that, too. For me, these
tapestries always had a mystical
and metaphysical meaning, but
I couldn’t understand the mystery fully. I spent hours at the
museum, sitting in front of these
talking masterpieces attempting
to unveil their secret.
Now I understand that it wasn’t
about figuring out the secret,
but living it. That morning, with
the deep transcendence of my
senses, I came to know and experience that we can go beyond the
mind while embodied; we can
achieve the Wisdom of the Soul,
the I Am that I Am in full consciousness. This is what we are.
This is yours.
The sensuality of the senses is
the springboard that allows us to
dive into the ocean of Pleasure,
ride the Passion that is the Dance
of Life, and experience the intensity of Desire…
A Mon Seul Desir – My Only Desire.

*I want to express my deep gratitude to Norma I. Ojeda for translating
this into English.

Christina has studied languages and art history at the Louvre as an autodidact. Always interested in everything that teaches about the human being,
she has also studied Symbolism, Numerology, Astrology, Tarot, Cabala and
more. Christina can be contacted here.

» INDEX
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NEW!

ASPECTOLOGY UPDATE
First time offered online

Aspectology represents some of the deepest core
material from the Crimson Circle (along with the
Sexual Energies and DreamWalker Death schools).
The original Aspectology material, which Tobias called
“new energy psychology,” was recorded in 2008. It
is now being made available for the first time online,
with new energy and information from Geoff, Linda
and Adamus Saint-Germain.
Tobias says that “Aspects are the way of the creator,” and in this school he presents an introduction
to the study of the aspects we create to experience
and manage our lives. Aspects are generally healthy
and balanced expressions of the Self, created for a
specific task or purpose such as parent, musician, warrior, businessperson, driver, healer, child, and much
more. Other aspects can be past life identities, certain
talents and abilities, and even your physical biology.
Each human has thousands and thousands of aspects
that are, in essence, rays of your divine self.

AUGUST 7–9, 2015

Created in love for self, aspects are normally fully
reintegrated when their service is complete. However,
they can also become wounded, fragmented and separated as a result of
traumatic experiences such as physical abuse, serious illness, divorce or accidents. A separated aspect can also represent a part of yourself that
you deny or reject. In that case it can become stuck or dissociated and
influence your life in unconscious and sometimes detrimental ways. In
the worst case a person can develop a Multiple Personality Disorder.

CRIMSON CIRCLE
CONNECTION CENTER

With the tools offered by Tobias in the Aspectology school, you
can start to recognize and reintegrate those aspects that are not fully
integrated in your life by inviting them back home to you. This process can be very challenging and intense but also very liberating. The
understanding of aspects can help any human discover how they create
parts of themselves to handle life situations. Participants in this course
learn how to create the “safe space” in their lives that invites every
part of themselves back home, without processing, counseling, drugs
or lengthy, expensive therapies. By reintegrating your aspects you can

LOUISVILLE,
COLORADO USA
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release deep energetic wounds and begin enjoying and creating your life in
a whole new way.

CRIMSON CIRCLE
CORE MATERIAL

This workshop gives very practical solutions and tools, and is appropriate
for anyone who is looking for true solutions and freedom beyond what can
be found in typical therapy and counseling, seeking to be a conscious creator
in their own life or is a professional facilitator, therapist, counselor, psychologist, etc.

Sexual Energies School
Understanding Psychic
and Physical Abuse

Aspectology is also an extremely appropriate follow-up to Tobias’ Sexual
Energies School. The energy management skills that you will learn in SES will
help you to not become overwhelmed as your aspects make their presence
felt during and after the Aspectology class.
NOTE: In this New Energy Aspectology Update, Tobias’ original channels
will be supplemented with updated information from Geoff and Linda, and
Adamus will offer new insights and tools for the integration that is critical to
embodied enlightenment.

Aspectology™
The New Energy Psychology

If you’ve never taken Aspectology, this is the perfect time. If you’ve already
taken it and want a refresher, this is a great opportunity to experience the
energies again, and get an update too – at a 50% discount! *

Update Includes:
• Edited versions of Tobias’ original Aspectology channels

DreamWalker™ Death Transitions
Death and Dying with Consciousness

• Hosting, insights and comments by Geoffrey & Linda Hoppe
• New channels and guided experiences with Adamus
• Online access for 10 days after the event

COST:
$595 (in-person or online) Includes 10-day access to streaming video

DreamWalker™ Life Transitions
Living on Earth As A Master

*Verified ASP graduates can attend online for $297.50
(please send request)
Please click below for additional important information about
this class.

IMPORTANT INFO

» INDEX
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THE SWEET SONG
OF YOUR SOUL
The little girl asked her grandmother, “Grandma,
what is life?”
Grandmother replied, “Life is a song, my love.”
“Oh,” said the little girl. “I want to learn that song.”
“Everyone has their own song, my dear,” replied
grandmother. “I cannot teach you yours, you have to
discover it yourself.”
“Oh Grandma, how can I find my song?” asked the little
girl. Grandmother called her close and whispered in her
ear, “You need to listen, my love – to the flowers and the
trees, to the river and the rain, to the night and the stars
and, more than all else, to your heart – and your song will
come to you.”

Isn’t it wonderful to look at life as a song, our own
unique song that can only be realized and sung by
ourselves? Isn’t destiny like a melody of our soul,
astrology like an imprint of harmony, an expression
and potential of the divine at the core essence of
our being? We all know that we are very different in
our personalities, temperaments, talents and the way
energy and spirit works through us. How could there
ever be a general formula for enlightenment or a universal dogma and rule to follow? Doesn’t a song feel
much better then some commandments? Life is your
song that you can realize, learn, feel, express, modify
and sing, and thereby tune into the grand symphony
of life and all existence. When you are in tune with
your soul song, there is no more confusion but rather
a knowingness rooted in the divine harmony of All
That Is, and you discover it by listening.

By Gerhard Fankhauser

Listening is “No-doing.” It is in fact the opposite of
doing, wanting or striving for something. Listening is
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a state of receptivity, alertness and presence, of receiving the world, people,
love, spirit, and indeed your song. The ear transcends; its symbol is the seashell with its built-in spiral and the cosmic proportion of the golden mean as a
bridge and perfect enfoldment towards infinity. True listening means to follow
that spiral movement and travel with your consciousness
toward the infinite while at the same time being firmly
rooted in the centre of your being.
“You need more than all else to listen to your heart,”
said grandmother. But how can we listen to our heart?
How can we quiet our mind? This is where the blessing
of music comes in. Music leads us beyond our mind into
a state of feeling and presence; it touches our whole
being. Truly entering the music means entering the temple of the heart. It is especially true that when we bring
forth our own voice there is an absolute involvement of
our sensual being. Our spirit and feelings are present in
every tone and when we sing, the energy shifts into the
heart, including and embracing all that we are.
According to some ancient kabalistic teachings every
soul has a certain frequency and tone and is recognized
by that tone throughout the whole universe; something
like an audio signature of the soul. When you close your
eyes you can feel the person in front of you or even
somebody far away; you can receive and perceive their
vibration and hear ‘their song’ with your heart.

Sometimes I wish words would be so much more accurate and really convey the true essence of a message or
an inner picture; but at least I know that when I’m making
music you can hear and feel ‘my song.’ My deep passion
is to share with you the sacred space of music, where
we can be ourselves and relax into the grand mystery of
our own being; to share a space that allows inspiration,
expansion and ultimately enlightenment.
Einat and I invite you to enter that sanctuary of music,
to listen and receive your song and to bring it into
expression. We welcome you into the temple of the heart
for a true and precious communion with your soul and
the integration of all that you are.

Click for more information about Gerhard & Einat’s Mystery School of Music,
where the celestial energy of Metatron provides presence and guidance.

» INDEX
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THE THRESHOLD

AT THE DOORWAY OF ENLIGHTENMENT
IN THE MAGICAL LAKE COUNTRY NEAR
VERNON, BRITISH COLUMBIA, CANADA
(LAKE OKANAGAN AREA)
OCTOBER 9 – 14, 2015
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The Threshold events with Adamus SaintGermain have quickly become some of the
most sought after and exceptionally profound
experiences offered by the Crimson Circle.
We are now happy to announce the newest
Threshold, to be held once again in the beautiful and nurturing Sparkling Hill Resort and
Spa near Vernon, British Columbia, Canada.
The Threshold is a premium Crimson Circle
event based on what Adamus calls The
Threshold of Enlightenment. According to
Adamus, our journey on the spiritual path
has encompassed many lifetimes, but now
we hesitate at the threshold of the realization
of enlightenment.
In The Threshold, Adamus personally interacts with each and every attendee, posing
the difficult questions and pushing the sensitive buttons. There is no processing or counseling, just addressing the issue of embodied
enlightenment – and what’s keeping you
from it – with each individual. According to a
recent attendee, Threshold was “the best 5
days in time and money spent in any lifetime
on enlightenment.”
The elegant and beautiful Sparkling Hill
Resort overlooks Lake Okanagan, nestled
in the mountains near Vernon and Kelowna,
British Columbia. The stunning lake spans
110 km (68 miles) from Vernon to Penticton.
Shimmering atop a granite ridge near the
Monashee Mountains alongside Lake
Okanagan, Sparkling Hill Resort offers guests
unparalleled access to the natural beauty of
the Okanagan Valley.
Sparkling Hill Resort hosts a luxury wellness spa, KurSpa. You will have access to KurSpa’s 7
uniquely themed steam & sauna rooms, indoor pool,
hot tub and heated outdoor infinity pool, Kneipp
water-stepping therapy pool, exquisite tea & serenity
relaxation rooms, and Keiser-equipped fitness studio.
You can also book a time for special spa treatments
such as cryotherapy, various massages and skin treatments – and it is highly recommended to book early as
these are very popular! Massages include their signa-

ture Crystal Rain Massage. Why not try one of these for
integrating the workshop energies!
In addition, Lake Okanagan is known as the “Napa
of the North” due to the region’s spectacular wines.
October is wine harvest and festival time, so it is a superb
opportunity to visit the area and tour around. We will
organize a wine tasting excursion for those interested, so
you can truly benefit from your visit.

» INDEX
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Strictly limited to 25 participants plus staff.

LOCATION

Pre-requisite: All attendees must have completed the Sexual Energies School more than
14 days before The Threshold event.

Sparkling Hill Resort

Attendee ratings from the previous
THRESHOLD events at Sparkling Hill Resort,
Febraury 2015:

888 Sparkling Place,
V1H2K7, Canada

Adamus channels: 100% excellent

Phone: 250-275-1556

Effect: 87% life changing, 13% very good

Website: www.sparklinghill.com

Vernon,

Would recommend to other Shaumbra: 100%
Attendee comments:
“Best ever!”
“The ultimate CC experience.”

Five days registration priority for
Crimson Circle Angels

NOTE: The Threshold will not be offered
again in North America or Europe until at least
May 2016. Space is limited, so if you’re interested in attending please consider coming to
beautiful British Columbia in October, when
the leaves are changing colors and the vineyards are being harvested.
MORE INFO
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BC,

WINE COUNTRY!
The North Okanagan area has many wineries to
pique your curiosity and desire to discover a way of life
that includes the growing and making of wine. Being

located this far north has some advantages that make
the production unique. You will find some of the most
delightful whites like Ortega that do well in this colder
climate, but most of all you will find the people and
scenery beyond compare.
During the Threshold event, you will have the
opportunity to go on a wine tasting tour of some of
the many wonderful vineyards in the area. An experience not to be missed!
Attendee video from last year’s Threshold.

ANGELS
WEBCAST
Special notice for our beloved
Crimson Circle Angels
There will be a message from
Adamus on Friday, July 24, broadcast live from the Crimson Circle
Connection Center.
Be sure to mark your calendars,
and check the Angels Network
for more information.
Learn more
about the benefits available to
Crimson Circle Angels here:
MORE INFO

» INDEX
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SHAUMBRA HEARTBEAT

By Jean Tinder, Shaumbra Magazine editor, Crimson Circle Teacher

MASTER
DISTRACTIONS
(PART 1)
We’ve all had moments of beauty when the best potentials float into
place, everything makes sense, and life abounds with grace and ease. Those
moments are magic – the doubt is gone, the mind is at peace, our long-awaited dream of enlightenment seems so close – and we cling to the sensation
that all is (finally) well with a grateful sense of relief.
Unfortunately, that sense of cosmic contentment vanishes as easily as it
arrived, and is all too often replaced by the moments when we feel like giving up because the whole thing is just too damn difficult. Sometimes wish I
could turn off the sensitivity that picks up on the chaos, suffering and fear of
the world; and I would definitely like to silence the sneaky voice that always
points out what it thinks is wrong with me. No matter how often Adamus
reassures us, we still have times of feeling lost, alone, exhausted, desolate,
sad and overwhelmed. We want life to be easy. We don’t like the aches and
pains and madness that seem such a part of this journey. Where is the easy
button anyway?
There are several reasons we make this process hard on ourselves. All of
them are common, but none of them are necessary.

MAKING IT REAL
From the time we first created Earth and had to agree on the parameters
of its reality, determining what is ‘real’ has been exceedingly important. And
ever since then, going beyond the confines of accepted reality has often carried a very high cost. Before Earth we were essentially free. Inexperienced,
immature and naive, yes, but without limitation. Cramming ourselves into the
density of matter brought almost unbearable limitations, but also very effective ways to explore cause and effect, choices and creation. In fact, we soon
learned that the more difficult an experience was, the more real it felt.
Every now and then I do stupid little things that make life just a bit more
24
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difficult; nothing drastic anymore, but things like failing
to set the alarm properly or ignoring the gentle nudge
of intuition. Asked why I create such scenarios, my Self
tells me it has to do with that ancient belief: the harder
I work at something, the more real it is; the more effort
I put out, the more valuable I must be. So when it’s a
struggle just to breathe and trust and remember my
Self, at least it means I’m really ‘getting it,’ right? After
all (this belief says), if it were too easy, it wouldn’t be
worth much. If I didn’t work hard, how would I even
remember what I learned? Hmm, it might be time to
reassess the value of that one!

BOREDOM
Another reason we create challenges and distractions
is that it gives us something to do. You know how the

smartest kids in school often end up getting into trouble
because they’re bored with the lessons? Well, hello! Next
time you wonder why some annoying problem popped
up in your life, take a look in the mirror! It’s almost certain
that you (probably unconsciously) created it in order to
have something to tinker with and solve.
I’ve related the story before of dropping my car keys
in a mountain stream and the ensuing chaos and panic
of trying to find them. After an hour of searching in the
freezing water and finally calling the rental company (in
Austria) to try and sort it out (I don’t speak German), I’d
had quite enough of that little adventure. Taking a deep
breath and drawing in all of my Self, I commanded the
keys to reveal themselves. Immediately I felt a little tug
on my awareness, turned around and saw them lying in
the water, just a meter from where they’d fallen. I had
frantically looked through the entire area multiple times.,
all the way down to the lake, but was
now apparently ready for the solution
to my little (self-created) problem. And
oh, I was so proud of myself – look what
a Master I am, commanding the keys to
appear! – until I realized it’s not terribly
impressive to mess things up just so you
can fix them again…
How many of our issues are self-created diversions? Maybe a better question
is how are we going to deal with the
‘boredom�����������������������������
’ of
���������������������������
everything going smoothly? It will challenge the long held belief
that says, “If it’s too easy, it’s not real,”
but we can’t have it both ways. Either
we want it easy or we don’t. Either we
absolutely allow or we keep tinkering. Either we choose freedom or still
believe our limitations. I can’t really see
anything in between.

LETTING GO
And then there are the deeper heartaches, which are sometimes the hardest
to face. These are things like feeling
alone, disconnecting from people we

» INDEX
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loved, losing our passion for life, and more. Just when we think we’re finally
‘getting it,’ everything seems to stop or even go backwards. Old issues come
up, there’s something else to let go of, and we wonder what’s gone wrong. But
please remember something very, very important: nothing has gone wrong.
The path to realization is a path of destruction. Regaining your Self means
losing everything that isn’t you. We went “outward” for so long – connecting,
experiencing, loving, hating – and now we are turning inward, which can actually feel like going backward. A deep sadness wells up, for which we have no
explanation or reason, but still, nothing has gone wrong. The sadness is about
saying goodbye to the joys and sorrows and loves of a thousand and more
lifetimes. At this doorway of enlightenment, where nothing will pass through
that isn’t You, it’s hard to even fathom how many goodbyes you’re feeling...
Whether that process of farewell is hard or easy depends on how much you
try to hold on. Your soul – You – has chosen this time to return to self, and in
the greatest love You will allow nothing to stand in the way. As hard as that
can be, it also brings the most exquisite joy. When you’ve lost it all, when
there is absolutely nothing left that seems important, when you feel utterly
and totally alone – that is the most precious moment in your entire existence,
because all that’s left is You, at last. When all else is gone, You still exist. And
in that realization nothing else matters.
Know that you will come to this moment of farewell, and it might seem to
last forever. How you go through it is up to you, whether crying and holding
on to what you want to keep, or letting go of all you�����������������������
’����������������������
ve ever loved and surrendering with grace and trust. It’s up to you. I guarantee you’ll feel a lot, and
most of it will be uncomfortable to the human self. But that too is a precious
experience, for you’ll never pass this way again. It’s like growing up and going
off to college. The goodbyes are sad, but you know it’s time to go. And even
if you return for a visit, nothing will ever, ever be the same. The best thing you
can do is allow yourself to feel it all, for I promise you, deep in that acceptance
hides the alchemy of transformation.
And please remember this: as long as your enlightenment is a goal on the
horizon, a prize waiting to be reached, a hope to keep you going – that’s
exactly where it will remain, separate from you and just out of reach. Forget
about ‘reaching’ enlightenment for you can never reach far enough. Embrace
yourself right here, right now. It’s all you have, it’s all you need, and it was
always, always here.
Dear divine Self, reassure your human when she gets lonely, comfort him in
the sadness, and remind them that all is well. Dear human, accept whatever
experience you’re having, allow your Self to love you, and trust when she asks
you to let go. Believe it or not, that is the easy button.

Next month: Master Distractions Part 2 – other people, body stuff, and more…
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CRIMSON CIRCLE CORE CLASSES

ESSENTIAL MATERIAL FOR LIFE IN THE NEW ENERGY – TAUGHT BY CERTIFIED TEACHERS
CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO
ASPECTOLOGY®
SCHOOL

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO
DREAMWALKER™
ASCENSION
TRANSITIONS

July 3–5, 2015
Krummhorn, Germany
Meggi Erman and Petra Pitak

July 3–5, 2015
Bucharest, Romania
Carmen Mihaela Rivalet

July 10–12, 2015
Fort Collins, Colorado, United States
David R. McMaster

September 5–7, 2015
Hudson, Quebec, Canada
Andrea Spitzer

July 10–12, 2015
Syke (near Bremen), Germany
Sigrid Nullmeyer and Lutz Nullmeyer

September 11–13, 2015
Fort Collins, Colorado, United States
David R. McMaster

July 10–12, 2015
Manta, Ecuador
Maria Jose Mera Moreira and Juan Carlos Robles Pablo

September 25–27, 2015
Munich, Germany
Angelika Ruppert

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO
DREAMWALKER™
DEATH TRANSITIONS
July 10–12, 2015
Santa Maria, RS, Brazil
Raiza Preziuso and Maria Luisa Gaxiola
July 10–12, 2015
Mexico City, Mexico
Matilde Monroy and Michele Morayta
July 17–19, 2015
Hamburg, Germany
Angelika Ruppert

July 31–August 2, 2015
Léman, France
Jean–Pascal Danos

July 24–26, 2015
Bruchsal, Germany
Viola Koehler

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO

September 4–6, 2015
Munich, Germany
Silke Steininger

DREAMWALKER™
BIRTH TRANSITIONS
CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO
DISCOVERING
YOUR PASSION
August 22–23, 2015
Syke (near Bremen), Germany
Lutz Nullmeyer

September 18–20, 2015
Syke, Germany
Sigrid Nullmeyer and Lutz Nullmeyer

July 31–August 2, 2015
Syke (near Bremen), Germany
Sigrid Nullmeyer

August 14–16, 2015
Sandy, Utah, United States
Kathleen Haws

July 31–August 2, 2015
Adelaide, Australia
Margaret Wild

August 28–30, 2015
Bucharest, Romania
Mirela Ghenea and Carmen Mihaela Rivalet

August 7–9, 2015
Helsinki, Finland
Marika Kontuniemi

September 18–20, 2015
Köniz, Berne, Switzerland
Heidi Stäheli

August 7–9, 2015
Munich, Germany
Antje Westermann
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CRIMSON CIRCLE CORE CLASSES

ESSENTIAL MATERIAL FOR LIFE IN THE NEW ENERGY – TAUGHT BY CERTIFIED TEACHERS
CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO
DREAMWALKER™
DEATH TRANSITIONS

October 16–18, 2015
Hudson, Quebec, Canada
Andrea Spitzer and Brenda Harley

August 28–30, 2015
Bad Honnef near Bonn, Germany
Brise Baulitz

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO

July 14–16, 2015
Bucharest, Romania
Carmen Mihaela Rivalet and Mirela Ghenea

JOURNEY OF THE
ANGELS

July 17–19, 2015
Gold Coast QLD, Australia
Gabrielle Maria and Leanne Woodbury

September 4–6, 2015
St. Petersburg, Russia
Inna Gorokhovsky

July 3–5, 2015
Bad Honnef, Germany
Brise Baulitz and Gerd Heesen

September 12–14, 2015
Mexico City, Mexico
Joep Claessens

August 14–16, 2015
Queretaro, Mexico
Stephan Weigandt

October 23–25, 2015
Groebenzell, Germany
Dagmar Wollenweber

September 25–27, 2015
Sydney, Australia
Jann Morgan

November 13–15, 2015
Neuenstadt–Bürg, Germany
Jessie Jandt

DREAMWALKER™
LIFE
September 4–6, 2015
Szczecin, Poland
Iwona Wirkus

NEW ENERGY
SYNCHROTIZETM
July 23–26, 2015
Vulcana de Sus, Romania
Florin Ilie Mandiuc and Anca Apostol
August 13–16, 2015
Munich, Germany
Angelika Ruppert

September 4–6, 2015
Munich, Germany
Angelika Ruppert
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August 28-30, 2015
Besch-Perl, Germany
Alex Gall and Petra Glaser
September 25-27, 2015
Longmont, Colorado, United States
Lara Henderson and Julie Mack
October 2-4, 2015
New York City, NY, United States
Heather Teach and Patti Severance
October 9-11, 2015
Perth, Australia
Yvonne Bost and Petra Webstein
November 13-15, 2015
Treasure Island, FL, United States
Danuska Mitchell and Virgilia Aguirre

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO

October 2–4, 2015
Syke (near Bremen), Germany
Sigrid Nullmeyer and Lutz Nullmeyer

July 17–19, 2015
Szczecin, Poland
Magdalena Proch and Anna Buczkowska
August 21–23, 2015
Lower North Island, New Zealand
Shikaiyana Nelson and Carol Clearwater

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO

July 10–12, 2015
Denver, Colorado, United States
Paul Cook and Susan B Loves

February 5-7, 2016
Lewes, East Sussex, United Kingdom
Edward Sharp and Natasa Babnik

CRIMSON
CIRCLE
TEACHER
TRAINING
READY TO BE A CRIMSON CIRCLE TEACHER?
There can be many different reasons that someone decides to
attend a Crimson Circle Advanced Studies teacher training.
Some do it to deepen their own personal knowledge of the material, and some love sharing their insights with others and conducting workshops. Whatever your reason, training to become a
Crimson Circle teacher will add a new dimension to your
personal experience of the materials.

DREAMWALKER™ DEATH TRANSITIONS
September 1-4, 2015
Ft. Collins, United States
Paul Cook and David R. McMaster

BASIC REQUIREMENTS
To teach any of the Crimson Circle classes, you must:
Pay for and attend the class you desire to teach
Pay for and attend Tobias’ Sexual Energies School
Check the Teacher Training listings in your area,
or contact Maija Leisso for more information

Note that for some Advanced Studies certifications
(Aspectology, Journey of the Angels and
DreamWalker Life) you must also be a certified
Sexual Energies School teacher.
MORE INFO

» INDEX
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